
Sports Center Research Institute

It's not about the sport. 
It's so much more.

        ~Josephine Sullivan 
          CEO & Founder



The Christina Sullivan Foundation and our partners, The University of
Texas Medical Branch, are honored to partner with the City of League City.

We applaud city leaders for the commitments you are looking towards
improving the recreational opportunities within the community, including
Sports Tourism for athletes of all abilities.

We would like to introduce our vision of the Sports Center and Research
Institute for League City. Our partner, the University of Texas Medical
Branch, has agreed to brand the Sports Center and lease space for
research, clinics, classrooms, and a practicum area. 

The Sports Center will be raised to accommodate underground parking and a 
Red Cross Disaster Relief Center. The sports center will consist of many sports-
related activities: Basketball, Volleyball, Tennis, Pickle-ball, an eight-lane 
Competitive Natatorium, and so much more. The Sports Center will be accessible 
to all athletes with and without disabilities. A center ofInclusivity!

The Christina Sullivan Foundation has engaged the services of Sports
Facilities Companies for this endeavor. We have been working with the
Sports Management Group who will manage the facility for the first three
years.

The Christina Sullivan Foundation and partners are asking for your support
in our vision. We are eager to contribute to the quality of life and economic
impact of League City

Thank you for consideration and the opportunity, together we will serve the
League City community well

Blessings,

,
CEO & Founder

Contact Information: Josephine Sullivan, CEO & Founder
Office:409-209-0581 ex 11 Cell: 817-727-5266
email:jospehine@tcgsf.org  www.christinasullivanfoundation.org

https://christinasullivanfoundation.org/
www.christinasullivanfoundation.org


Field House for UTMB 3,600+ Students, 14,000+ Employees

• Pickle ball & tennis Courts rooftop
• 3 Indoor Tennis Courts/Pickleball

• 14 Outdoor Tennis Courts

• 8 Youth Tennis Courts/Pickle Ball
• 10 Indoor Volleyball Courts
• eSport Venue and Café
• Inclusive Rock-Climbing Wall

• Indoor Jogging Track
• Restaurant Full Service
• Library and Resource  Center
• 170 Parking Spaces First Level

• Research Area/UTMB
• Community Clinic
• Practicum  Area
• Classrooms
• Fitness/Wellness Center
• Adaptive Lifts/Hi-Lo Tables

• Activity Rooms/Programs
• Pro Shop
• Sports Rehabilitation
• Inclusive Aquatics Center
• Teaching Kitchen
• Outdoor Green Space

• 21 Dormitories
• Paralympic Sports Team
• Competition Natatorium

• Gathering/Area/Café/
large Media Screen

• Garden Memoriam
Christina Sullivan
Chapel Meditation
Butterfly Hatchery

• Two Golf Simulators
• Child Care Center
• Media Center
• Disaster Relief Center

The Future Sports Center & 
Research Institute will be located

in League City, Texas.

The 168,000 sq. ft. Center of Inclusion will 
become a World Class Destination where 
athletes, educators, researchers, Paralympians 
and students will gather from around the world. 

I t's Not About the Sport.  It’s So much more. 
~Josephine Sullivan, CEO & Founder

craigsullivan
Cross-Out



The Sports Center & Research     Institute future location is in League City, 
Texas. This one of kind World Class Destination where community, 
athletes, students, educators, researchers, and Olympians and 
Paralympians will gather together from around the world. 

UTMB will brand  the building and lease space for: Orthopedic and Neuro 
Research, Clinic, Rehabilitation, Classrooms-Practicum, Capstone 
Students, Social Services and  space to support expansion.





September 23, 2020 

Mrs. Josephine Sullivan 
Founder and CEO 
The Christina Grillo Sullivan Foundation 
Scott Building 
4116 Avenue Nl/2, Room 106 
Galveston, Texas 77550 

Development Services Department 
David Hoover, AICP, Executive Director 

300 W. Walker St. 
League City, TX 77573 
www.leaguecitytx.gov 

RE: Letter of Support for the Unified Sports Center & Research Institute 

Mrs. Sullivan, 

I am excited that you and your board have chosen to place the Unified Sports Center & 
Research Institute in League City, Texas! Our proposed 100 acre project on the southeast 
side of 1-45 and League City Parkway will be a signature project that will be made even more 
dynamic and special by the addition of the Unified Sports Center & Research Institute! 

Our 100 acre proposed project will be the result of a well-planned synthesis of novel site 
design, architecture, and public space with diverse and dynamic uses such as world class, 
medical education, medical research, innovation, live entertainment, professional and 
amateur sports, office, retail, restaurant, hospitality, convention, and residential uses that 
will create a unique environment for inclusive community life and engagement. 

We wish to build upon our diverse economic base that includes quality, mixed-use 
development, family-oriented entertainment, and the aerospace, energy, medical, 
professional services, and tourism industries. The Unified Sports Center & Research 
Institute will be a wonderful addition to our community, so we are grateful for your 
partnership! 

David Hoover, AICP 
Executive Director of Development Services 



September 23, 2020 

Mrs. Josephine Sullivan 
Founder and CEO 
The Christina Grillo Sullivan Foundation 
Scott Building 
4116 Avenue Nl/2, Room 106 
Galveston, Texas 77550 

Economic Development Department 
Scott D. Livingston, CEcD, CPM, Director 

300 W. Walker St. 
League City, TX 77573 
www.leaguecitytx.gov 

RE: Letter of Support for the Unified Sports Center & Research Institute 

Mrs. Sullivan, 

Thank you for choosing League City, Texas as the future home of the Unified Sports Center 
& Research Institute! Residents, business leaders, and investors choose to raise their 
families, grow their businesses, and invest their equity in League City, Texas, because of our 
competitive advantages, numerous amenities, outstanding quality of life, and resilient 
community spirit. 

As a very family-oriented, inclusive, community that thrives upon sports, family-based 
activities, education, and a spirit of dogged determination and resilience, we heartily 
welcome the Unified Sports Center & Research Institute, and everything it represents, to 
our community! 

The Unified Sports Center & Research lnstitute's sports, activities, tournaments, and 
tourism-related events will enrich League City's quality of life, put League City "on the 
map", provide a tourism destination in League City, create new year-round tourism activity, 
drive new economic activity, create new jobs, and generate new, local tax revenue. 

Our proposed project near the intersection of 1-45 and League City Parkway will be a more 
exciting, dynamic, and inclusive project, as a result of the Unified Sports Center & Research 
Institute, that will benefit our residents, tourists, and visitors to our growing community. 

Sincerely, 

Scott D. Livingston, CEcD, 
Director of Economic Development 



N. Miles Farr MD, MPH
University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) 

Office of the Provost 
Galveston, TX  77555 

409-747-0269 | nmfarr@utmb.edu

October 15th, 2021 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am honored to write in support of the Chritina Sullivan Foundation and could not be more excited 
about our growing partnership.  The Foundation’s experience, leadership, and energy combined 
with UTMB’s education program faculty and student expertise and excitement will result in 
transformative experiences for all involved in the work.  This initiative is a wonderful example of 
putting our mission statement in community engagement in action to “provide partner-driven, 
meaningful, evidence-based educational opportunities that improve health, build resilience and 
meaningfully engage UTMB students in the community.”  We are dedicated to working with the 
Christina Sullivan Foundation, faculty, students, and the larger UTMB community to support and 
grow this initiative to advance their mission and ultimately improve the lives of families served by 
the Foundation.  

It is vital that we engage students in meaningful, value-added educational roles to transform our 
community.  Across our education programs, including medicine, nursing, occupational therapy, and 
physical therapy we have almost 2,000 talented, passionate students that can do value-added work 
with community partners.  UTMB Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy and School of Medicine 
faculty members are bringing their expertise and passion to this collaboration to make a difference 
for the participants while providing transformative learning experiences with students.  The 
student-participant experiences are rich and meaningful and teach things that could never been 
gained from the classroom.   

This partnership is a step forward in doing work that balances the often-conflicting missions of 
education and service with the goal to merge these two objectives for a common pursuit that 
results in adding capacity for service today while providing profound educational experiences that 
will result in a better trained workforce of tomorrow.  It is essential to the future of our healthcare 
work force that students work with faculty role models and peers from other professions.  This 
partnership provides a substantive interprofessional practice experience for faculty and students 
across multiple education programs on campus resulting in improved care and educational 
outcomes. 

I am confident that this initiative will have positive impact on the community, participants, and our 
students and faculty.  We are fully committed to this collaboration and its growth in the future.  If 
you need any additional information, feel free to contact me at nmfarr@utmb.edu. 

Sincerely, 

N. Miles Farr MD, MPH
Assistant Provost, Community Engagement and Education
Associate Program Director – Internal Medicine Residency Program
Departments of Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, and Preventive Medicine and Population Health



Camp PossAbilities – A Community-Academic Partnership to 
Address Health Disparities for People with Disability

N Farr1, J Sullivan4, C Sullivan4, G Segal1, C McCrossan1, C Koch2, M Mele2, J Nelson3, M Gonzalez3, J Walrath2, A Cowan3, L Pryor3, L Farroni2
University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) – 1School of Medicine, 2Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program, 3Doctorate of  Occupational Therapy Program, 4Christina Sullivan Foundation

BACKGROUND

• People with disability are underrepresented when planning

health professions education

• Major healthcare bodies call for improved training in the

care of people with disability
1

• People with disability are more than twice as likely to report

finding health care provider skills inadequate and four times

more likely to be treated badly
2

• Inadequate knowledge and limited experience play a role in

perpetuating health care inequities

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

• A partnership was formed between UTMB and the Christina

Sullivan Foundation to:

• meet a community need for inclusive sports

• provide an interprofessional practice experience for

students

• Students complete a brief curriculum on working with

persons with disabilities prior to volunteering

• PT, OT, and MD student “buddies” are partnered with an

athlete with a disability and work in interprofessional teams

playing adaptive sports including tennis and bocce

• Deeper connections and understanding are achieved

through team continuity and profiles of the likes, dislikes,

and capabilities of each “buddy” and athlete

• Adaptive equipment to improve athlete engagement is

fabricated by students and faculty

• A successful model for adaptive sports programming and

learning has been implemented

• Student demand to participate exceeds capacity, currently

participation is limited to 36 students for each 6-week

session

• The student-participant experiences are rich and

meaningful beyond anything achievable in a classroom

• The Foundation’s experience and leadership, combined with UTMB’s faculty

expertise, and student passion has resulted in transformative experiences for

athletes and learners

• This collaboration provides a natural interprofessional practice experience for

students and faculty

• Closes an identified education gap and promotes long-term reduction in health

inequities by providing students with knowledge and experience in working with

people with disability

• This program is easily reproduced across academic medical centers that have a

health professions school and a community partner serving people with disability

• As the program continues to develop, we will better define and measure the

achievement of shared and program-specific competencies

REFERENCES

1.Alliance for Disability in Health Care Education (2018). Core

Competencies on Disability for Health Care Education. Peapack,

NJ: Alliance for Disability in Health Care Education.

http://www.adhce.org.  Accessed October 2021.

2.WHO | World report on disability (2011). WHO.

http://www.who.int/disabilities/world_report/2011/report/en/

. Accessed October 2021.

3.The Current State of Health Care for People with Disabilities |

NCD.gov.

https://ncd.gov/publications/2009/Sept302009#Professional.

Accessed October 2021.

RESULT
S

DISCUSSION

The National Council on Disability concluded 
that, “the absence of professional training on 
disability competence issues for health care 
practitioners is one of the most significant 
barriers that prevent people from receiving 
appropriate and effective health care3.”



Community Engagement 
Education Collaboration

N. Miles Farr MD MPH Laurie Farroni, PT DPT

Christina Sullivan Foundation and UTMB 
Recreational Therapeutic Adaptive Inclusive 

Sports   Fitness  Education  Nutrition Programs 

Christina
Sullivan

Foundation



• Wellness
Center

• Injury
Prevention

• Injury Recovery

• Sports
Research

• Classrooms

• Clinical

• Sports
Medicine

• MRI

Research Clinical 
Practicum  Areas

Working together to work wonders

Through innovation and discovery, we’re carrying solutions to 
medical challenges from the research bench to the patient bedside



Rock Climbing Wall  For All Abilities!

NO LIMITS



• School Districts

• Rehabilitation

• Research Opportunities

• Two Pools

• 1-25 to 50 meters  85 degrees
8 Lanes

• 1-25 meters 93 degrees

• Therapy Pool Sloped Entry

• Wheelchair Transfer Lift

• Wheelchair Ramp

• 92 Accessible Activities

Competitive Natatorium

Sports Center 
Research Institute 



Lakeshore  Foundation 
Teaching Kitchen

Collaboration 
University of Alabama  Birmingham 

Christina Sullivan Foundation traveled to meet with CEO Jeff Underwood and staff to 
gain insight on operations and research for the Paralympic & Olympic Center.



Christina Sullivan Foundation 
Partner Microsoft Donated

Xboxes, Laptops and Adaptive Controller 

Adaptive Inclusive  eSports
Learn, Work, Play, Live Unified 

The Athlete in the wheelchair was born without arms. The volunteer beside  him 3D printed 
modifications to an xbox control and for the first time played video games at the Foundation's 
eSports Adaptive Inclusive Game Night.



In support of the Sports Center and 
Research Institute the Christina Sullivan 
Foundation has engaged the services of 

Sports Facilities Advisory Group & 
Management.

SFA & SFM will consult on the building and 
development, as well as managing this 

World Class Facility.



7SPORTS FACILITIES COMPANIES

You won't find a team more dedicated, 
passionate, and capable of producing 
extraordinary results than ours. We will 
be the ultimate partner for McCracken 
County.

25 million guest 
visits annually

$285 million 
economic impact 
annually

1300+ team 
members ready to 
serve

Model designed 
to create 100% 
client alignment

UNIQUELY 
CAPABLE

For 18 years, in more than 2,000 communities, Sports 
Facilities Companies has been a leading force in the growth 
of sports tourism in America. This has led to ancillary 
developments, partnerships at the highest level of sport, and 
municipal-friendly finance solutions. 

With SFC as your partner, McCracken County will join in the 
power of the SFM Network. Now the largest single network 
of sports tourism facilities in the US, producing 25 million+ 
visits annually and $285 million+ in overnight hotel stays. 
We manage 25+ venues around the country including many 
in rural destinations. No other firm will posses this level of 
directly-relevant experience or the collective power of the 
multiple other  destinations in the SFM Network. Our 25 
million+ annual guest visits are driven by sports tourism, 
live entertainment, festivals, e-sports, community sports, 
graduations, and all manner of community and civic events.

As your partner and pre-operational start-up manager, this 
deep experience set will drive the complex and the entire 
region to new levels of success. We know the best ways 
to minimize costs and maximize revenues while our unique 
position in the marketplace allows us to immediately fill the 
facilities with the biggest brands and events in sports tourism.



SPORTS FACILITIES COMPANIES

our destinations have national draw
& proven economic impact

PANAMA CITY BEACH SPORTS COMPLEX
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL

ROCKY MOUNT EVENT CENTER
ROCKY MOUNT, NC

MYRTLE BEACH SPORTS CENTER
MYRTLE BEACH, SC

HOOVER MET COMPLEX
HOOVER, AL

ELIZABETHTOWN SPORTS PARK
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY

ROCKY TOP SPORTS WORLD
GATLINBURG, TN

$23

$15

$23

$49

$32

$49

2019

2019

2019

2019

2019

2020

Economic Impact

Economic Impact

Economic Impact

Economic Impact

Economic Impact

Economic Impact

CEDAR POINT SPORTS CENTER
SANDUSKY, OH

PARADISE COAST SPORTS COMPLEX (PROJECTED WITH SFC)
NAPLES, FL

$20

$75

2019

Projected

Economic Impact

Economic Impact
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Christina Sullivan Foundation
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Lobby

Control

Pro Shop

AQUATICS 

POOLS

Chapel 
And

Butterfly
Garden

TEAM Dormitory

UNDER BUILDING  
MEMBER PARKING

TENNIS COMPLEX SPECTATOR OVERLOOK

UNDER BUILDING  
MEMBER PARKING

26
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"

195'-5"

318'-2"
14
9'
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"

209'-8"

53
'-2
"

Youth Tennis
&

Pickelball

Youth Tennis
&

Pickelball

Outdoor Tennis Complex

SPORT CENTER AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Outdoor Tennis Complex

Outdoor Tennis Complex
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Sports Center and Research Institute 

SQUARE FOOTAGE; LEGEND 
PAAKI_NG: 

LOBBY: 
RETAIL 

OFFICE: 
CIRCULATION: 
SUPPORT SPACE': 
DOFM)TORY: 
KITCHEN: 

POOL: 

TOTC(! 

OUTDOOR COURTS: 

71.460 SO FT 

8,200 SO FT CIRCULATION 
2,200 SO FT 

1.200 SQ FT DINING 
5000SQFT MULTI-USE SPACE 
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LEGEND
CIRCULATION 
DINING 
DORMITORY 
LOCKER ROOM
MULTIPURPOSE 
COURTS
SUPPORT SPACE

88SF

STAIR
127 SF

STAIR
127 SF

ELEV. STAIR
73SF 117 SF

CAFE
3,654 SF

OPENTOBELOW

VOLLEYBALL
/ 

MULTIPURPOSE
53,492 SF

BASKETBALL
/ 

MULTIPURPOSE
17,949 SF

CLIMBINGWALL

WELLNESSTRACKOVERHEAD

WELLNESSTRACKOVERHEAD

ELEV. 417 SF

STAIR DORM
136 SF ROOM

DORM
ROOM
417 SF

DORM
ROOM
394 SF

DORM
ROOM
415 SF

DORM
ROOM
439 SF

DORM 
ROOM

DORM
ROOM
387 SF

DORM
ROOM
387 SF
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ROOM
365 SF
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ROOM
407 SF
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ROOM
385 SF
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ROOM
385 SF
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ROOM
407 SF

DORM
ROOM
385 SF

414 SF 415 SF

DORM 
ROOM

DORM
ROOM
440 SF

DORM
ROOM
414 SF

DORM
ROOM
417 SF

DORM
ROOM
465 SF

DORM
ROOM
461 SF

SKYWALKABOVE

LOCKER 
ROOM 
621 SF

LOCKER 
ROOM 
621 SF

621 SF

ELEV.
LOCKER 59SF
ROOM

417 SF 152 SF

DORM
ROOM STAIR

STORAGE
1,031 SF

ELEC./
MECH.
1,031 SF

Not Enclosed

ELEVATED 
VIEWING 

DECK

STAIR
Not Enclosed

SQUAREFOOTAGE:
MULTIPURPOSE COURTS: 

SUPPORT SPACE:

CAFE: 

CIRCULATION:

DORMITORY:

TOTAL:

VIEWING DECK:

71,450 SQ FT

2,000 SQ FT

3,650 SQ FT

1,740 SQ FT

9,000 SQ FT

87,800 SQ FT

18,800 SQ FT
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LEGEND
ACTIVITY ROOM 
CIRCULATION 
CLASSROOMS 
DORMITORY

WELLNESS
3,654 SF

CLASSROOM
621 SF CLASSROOM

621 SF
621 SF

STAIR
127 SF

STAIR
127 SF

ELEV. 
CLASSROOM 59 SF

ELEV. STAIR
73SF 117 SF

ELEV.
88SF

STAIR
136 SF

OPENTOBELOW
WELLNESSTRACK

WELLNESSTRACK

DORM
ROOM
417 SF

DORM
ROOM
417 SF

DORM
ROOM
394 SF

DORM
ROOM
415 SF

DORM
ROOM
439 SF

DORM
ROOM
414 SF

DORM
ROOM
415 SF

DORM
ROOM
440 SF

DORM
ROOM
414 SF

DORM
ROOM
417 SF

DORM
ROOM
461 SF

DORM
ROOM
465 SF

DORM
ROOM
385 SF

DORM
ROOM
407 SF

DORM
ROOM
385 SF

DORM
ROOM
385 SF

DORM
ROOM
407 SF

DORM
ROOM
385 SF

DORM
ROOM
365 SF

DORM
ROOM
387 SF

DORM
ROOM
387 SF

CLIMBING 
WALL

SKYWALK
662 SF

DORM
ROOM
417 SF STAIR

152 SF

SQUARE FOOTAGE:
WELLNESS TRACK: 12,380 SQ FT
CLASSROOMS: 1,860 SQ FT

WELLNESS: 3,650 SQ FT
CIRCULATION: 2,400 SQ FT
DORMITORY: 9,000 SQ FT

TOTAL: 29,290 SQ FT
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1 Third Floor Plan
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League City Center
Sports Center and Research Institute
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LEGEND
ACTIVITY ROOM 
CIRCULATION 
CLASSROOMS 
MULTI-USE SPACE
MULTIPURPOSE 
COURTS

STAIR
136 SF

ELEV.
88SF ROOFTOP 

PATIO 
2,511 SF

DORMITORY 
COMMUNITY

SPACE
3,265 SF

ELEV.
59SF

STAIR
127 SF

E-SPORTS
4395 SF

GOLF 
SIMULATOR 
339 SF

GOLF 
SIMULATOR 
338 SF

GOLF 
SIMULATOR 
338 SF
GOLF 

SIMULATOR 
338 SF

RESEARCH
2,449 SF

STAIR CIRCULATION
127 SF 2,000 SF

CLASSROOM
524 SF

CLASSROOM
522 SF

SQUAREFOOTAGE:
E-SPORTS: 

RESEARCH FACILITY: 

CLASSROOMS: 

DORMITORY:

CIRCULATION: 

OUTDOOR PATIO: 
OUTDOOR COURT:

TOTAL:

5,750 SQ FT

2,450 SQ FT

1,050 SQ FT

3,270 SQ FT

4,200 SQ FT

2,510 SQ FT

8,200 SQ FT

25,860 SQ FT

SD914 1/32" =1'-0"

1 Fourth Floor Plan

N

0' 16' 32'

League City Center
Sports Center and Research Institute

64' 128'



Laurie Farroni, PT, DPT, PCS,  

301 University Blvd 

Galveston, TX 77555-1144 

O 409.772.3068 F 409.747.1613  

W http://shp.utmb.edu/programs/pt/  

October 7, 2021 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing this in support of the incredible efforts demonstrated by the Christina Sullivan Foundation in bringing 
inclusion and accessibility to our community members with disabilities. As a member of the UTMB Community 
Engagement Committee, I am privileged to work in partnership with the Christina Sullivan Foundation in an effort 
to create adaptive sports opportunities for local athletes that have limited opportunity to engage meaningfully in 
sport, through their project, Camp Possibilities. 
This project has brought together interprofessional teams of 30 students at a time comprised of occupational 
therapy, physical therapy, and medicine. Each athlete is assigned a buddy for the duration of the once weekly, 6 
weeklong curriculum.  The student “buddies” work to facilitate participation, movement, and fun, while making any 
necessary adaptations to improve the athletes’ independence.   Students complete a parallel curriculum on 
communication strategies and other relevant topics related to working with persons with disabilities to help 
prepare them for meaningful interactions. 
Over the summer of 2021, we completed a pilot project in adapted tennis that was wildly successful.  The feedback 
from the athletes, caregivers, and student buddies was incredible.  Themes that emerged from the feedback 
included athletes feeling like they found a friend, students building confidence and compassion for working with 
people with disabilities, parents appreciative of a fun and safe sport activity for their child, and students being 
compelled to work in advocacy for disability awareness.   
This fall we have begun another 6 week curriculum of bocce ball and are excited about all the potential benefits for 
all involved.   As a faculty member, watching students create friendships with the athletes and get to know them so 
personally is indescribable.  I am looking forward to watching these young professionals further develop their 
work and advocacy trajectories after this experience.  I am also thrilled to see movement and fitness with full 
access and inclusion become the norm in my community as the athletes, their caregivers, and members of the 
community grow to expect it- but most importantly to LOVE it! 
The Christina Sullivan Foundation is one of the most impactful organizations supporting persons with disabilities 
in our county.  They are meeting a desperate need for community inclusion and finding ways to draw together 
multiple organizations and entities to leverage each other’s skill sets and passions.  I can wholeheartedly say that 
developing health care providers desperately need opportunities to interact with persons with disabilities in the 
community and OUTSIDE of the clinic.  This brings about a profound perspective change and understanding about 
the needs and possibilities in working with this population. I am forever grateful that the Sullivan Foundation 
invited UTMB to collaborate on Camp Possibilities and look forward to watching them expand their critical vision 
to other projects 

Sincerely, 

Laurie W Farroni, PT, DPT, PCS 
Associate Professor  
Physical Therapy Healer Track 
Department of Physical Therapy 
UTMB- Galveston 

http://shp.utmb.edu/programs/pt/


Amber B. Armstead, DrPH, OTR, BCPR 
Department of Occupational Therapy 

School of Health Professions 
University of Texas Medical Branch 

301 University Blvd. 
Galveston, TX 77555-1142 

To Whom it may concern, 

My name is Amber Armstead. As an assistant professor and academic capstone experiential 
coordinator for the Department of Occupational Therapy at UTMB, I write this letter of support for the 
Christina Sullivan Foundation programs. The Department of Occupational Therapy and the Christina 
Sullivan Foundation have a beautiful partnership aimed at providing opportunities for future health care 
practitioners to work with differently abled individuals as well as assisting in providing an inclusive 
environment for those who are differently abled. 

The Christina Sullivan Foundation programs offer innovative and inclusive opportunities ensuring 
that people living with different abilities can participate in the magic of sports and recreation. Engaging in 
activities that are inclusive can assist people from all backgrounds, ages and abilities feel welcome, 
respected, increase quality of life, and feel a sense of belonging. This inclusion is the heart of the 
Christina Sullivan Foundation programs.  To “be inclusive,” the Christina Sullivan Foundation programs 
offer adaptive and inclusive sports such as Basketball, Soccer, Tennis, Badminton, Aquatics, Bocce, Flag 
Football, Golf, Sailing, Softball, Wheelchair Tennis, Bowling, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Sitting Volleyball, 
Wheelchair Fencing, Goalball and eSports along with activities for those who are able-bodied. Being 
inclusive is about following best practice for what sport should be so that everyone has a full and rich 
experience.  

My doctoral students are granted opportunities to use the clinical skills developed in our program 
along with gaining the experiences and perspectives of working with a community of differently abled 
individuals who all share the goal of inclusion to improve overall quality of life. Currently, our program has 
four doctoral capstone students aligned with this organization. Each student is offered an opportunity to 
assist with program building, gathering both quantitative and qualitative data about the structure of the 
programs, the improvements in personal well-being and total wellness for participants and their families, 
along with stakeholder input from members of the board and community. These data will be synthesized 
into publishable reports and manuscripts to demonstrate the utility of programming provided by the 
Christina Sullivan Foundation. These students compete for opportunities to work with this amazing 
organization as these experiences are priceless. These projects are pushing our profession forward and 
highlighting the need for inclusive and adaptive sports programming in all communities. Occupational 
therapists are special people. Our profession aims to equip people with the mental and physical skills 
needed to live their best possible lives with independence, safety, and function. The Christina Sullivan 
Foundation programs align perfectly with our profession’s aims and seek to improve the quality of life for 
their participants, their families, and the community at large.  

Department of Occupational Therapy 
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To Whom it May Concern, 

I began working with this Christina Sullivan Foundation in the summer of 2021 as UTMB 
faculty member observing and promoting the foundation's adaptive tennis program. I observed this 
cooperative program with interprofessional UTMB students and the Christina Sullivan Foundation 
provide both the student "buddies" and the foundation's athletes with a unique opportunity for 
community building, cooperative health and wellness promotion, and an educational environment 
enriched by the genuine collaboration between the students and athletes. 

The first and most frequent opportunity this program provides is to facilitate communication 
between the UTMB students and the athletes who have a wide spectrum of communication abilities. As 
a health care provider, it cannot be overstated how important effective communication is to healthcare. 
One of the most challenging situations any healthcare provider can find themselves in is one in which 
the provider struggles to communicate with their patient in a way that is meaningful. The comfortable 
and supportive environment this program provides the students at UTMB to communicate with the 
athletes and their families not only provides them with important exposure to people with different 
communication needs, but enables the students to then observe and learn from each other's successes 
and struggles. This organic, communal, team-based learning experience is one that cannot be replicated 
in a standard classroom environment and is extraordinarily difficult to imitate even in specifically 
designed interprofessional education activities. 

Another opportunity this program affords the students and families involved is to work in an 
environment that is soundly abilities, not impairment focused. In health care education it is very easy to 
become focused on the "problem" a patient has or that the team is trying to solve and not on the 
abilities a patient has. The adaptive sport programs the foundation offers provide an environment where 
healthcare students and the athlete's families get a firsthand opportunity to witness athletes of all 
different abilities participate in sports and exercise activities. With the inclusive environment the 
foundation provides and the adaptations the health care students are able to provide, the athletes are 
empowered to participate in friendly competition, work with each other on teams, and support one 
another within the community. 

Finally, because of the opportunities I described above, the Christina Sullivan Foundation is 
able to provide safe, community-based health and wellness promotion to a group of people who are 
both statistically at higher risk for obesity and are historically underserved by wellness promotion 
programs. Nutritional information and ideas for healthy food choices are provided by the foundation in 
conjunction with the adaptive sport activities. Not only does this provide complimentary wellness 
promotion to the athletes and their families, but it also models for the UTMB students the collaborative 
and interprofessional nature of holistic health and wellness promotion programs. 

When I first heard about the Christina Sullivan foundation, I had no idea how purposeful and 
effective their programs are. The work the Christina Sullivan foundation does and the opportunities it 
provides both the athletes and the students who participate are unique, collaborative, and immensely 
valuable to everyone who chooses to be involved. 

utmb.edu Working together to work wonders:· The University of Texas Medical Branch Member, Texas Medical Center' 



Field House for UTMB 3,600+ Students, 14,000+ Employees

• Pickle Ball & Tennis Courts Rooftop
• 3 Indoor Tennis Courts/Pickle Ball

• 14 Outdoor Tennis Courts

• 8 Youth Tennis Courts/Pickle Ball

• 10 Indoor Volleyball Courts
• eSport Venue and Café
• Inclusive Rock-Climbing Wall
• Indoor Jogging Track
• Restaurant Full Service
• Library and Resource  Center

• 170 Parking Spaces First Level

• Research Area/UTMB
• Community Clinic
• Practicum  Area
• Classrooms
• Fitness/Wellness Center
• Adaptive Lifts/Hi-Lo Tables

• Activity Rooms/Programs
• Pro Shop
• Sports Rehabilitation
• Inclusive Aquatics Center
• Teaching Kitchen
• Outdoor Green Space

• 21 Dormitories
• Paralympic Sports Team
• Competition Natatorium

• Gathering/Area/Café/
large Media Screen

• Garden Memoriam
Christina Sullivan
Chapel Meditation
Butterfly Hatchery

• Two Golf Simulators
• Child Care Center
• Media Center
• Disaster Relief Center

The Future Sports Center & 
Research Institute will be located

in League City, Texas.

The 168,000 sq. ft. Center of Inclusion will 
become a World Class Destination where 
athletes, educators, researchers, Paralympians 
and students will gather from around the world. 

I t's Not About the Sport.  It’s So much more. 
~Josephine Sullivan, CEO & Founder

craigsullivan
Cross-Out
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